JAPAN PARK SINGAPORE 2018 – Play, get and taste a selection from 47 prefectures
4 – 5 August 2018 | Suntec Convention Centre, Halls 403-404
http://jpsg.asia | www.facebook.com/JapanParkSG | www.instagram.com/JapanParkSG

JAPAN PARK SINGAPORE (JPSG) COSPLAY POLICY
1. Costumes cannot promote alcohol, illegal drugs, tobacco, firearms/weapons (or the use of
any of the foregoing), any activities that may appear unsafe or dangerous or any particular
political agenda or message;
2. Costumes cannot be obscene or offensive, endorse any form of hate or hate group;
3. Costume cannot defame, misrepresent or contain disparaging remarks about JAPAN PARK
SINGAPORE (JPSG) or its products, or other people, products or companies;
4. Costume cannot communicate messages or images inconsistent with the positive images
and/or goodwill to which JAPAN PARK SINGAPORE (JPSG) wishes to associate; and
5. Costume cannot depict, and cannot itself, be in violation of any law.
6. Please refrain from wearing or using any substances that may potentially interfere with
another cosplayer’s costume. If you are wearing body paint or make-up, please make sure it
will not come in contact with others.
7. No nudity. All costumes should provide enough coverage to be worn in public and should be
in good taste and appropriate for a family-friendly show.
8. Cosplayers are responsible for their own belongings. We are unable to provide a secure area
for personal items.
9. Wings, large props, or large costumes are just fine, but if your costume is over 2.4 meter tall,
or 1.2 meter wide you may not fit through the doors. If possible make wings and other parts
that make your costume so large, detachable. We have no limit on the size of costumes or
props, but ask that you be safe and aware while at the show. You will be responsible for ALL
damage to any convention property.
10. All prop weapons must conform to the JAPAN PARK SINGAPORE (JPSG) Weapons Policy.
11. Please ensure that your cosplay prop is not displayed in public once you leave the Japan Park
Singapore (JPSG) event venue.
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JAPAN PARK SINGAPORE (JPSG) WEAPONS POLICY
1. All weapons have to be checked by JPSG staff upon entering the show. All weapons deemed
unsafe by JPSG security will not be allowed into the show.
2. Misuse of any prop weapon, such as swinging it in a public area or causing a hazard to
attendees, will result in the weapon or prop being deemed unsafe for the show. If a weapon
or prop is deemed unsafe for the show due to misuse, it must be removed.
3. The following items are forbidden at JPSG:


Functional firearms (including air soft guns, BB guns, cap guns, paintball guns
and pellet guns)



Electric current emitting devices (including tasers)



Acoustic or light emitting anti-personal devices



Laser pointers with an accessible emission limit of greater than 1mW



Realistic replica firearms (including reproduction, fake or toy guns that can be
confused for functional firearms) without an 'orange tape' at the muzzle to show
that the weapon is a prop and not a real weapon



Functional projectile weapons (including blow guns, crossbows, long bows, silly
string, slingshots, water balloons and water guns)



Sharpened metal-bladed weapons (including axes, daggers, hatches, knives,
kunai, shuriken, swords, sword canes and switch blades)



Explosives (including firecrackers and fireworks)



Chemical weapons (including mace and pepper spray)



Blunt weapons (including brass knuckles, clubs, extendable batons and
nunchaku)



Concealed weapons



Hard prop weapons (including props made of metal, fiberglass and glass)



Instruments that cause excessive noise levels like vuvuzelas, grenade whistles
and grenade horns

Please note, JPSG staff have sole discretion in any matter that it believes may affect public safety or
be important to protect the integrity of the show. Basically, use best judgment and common sense
and always ask a JPSG staff member for clarification.
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